Instructor Support Materials
Everything you need to teach technical skills classes
Schoolcraft Publishing’s affordable instructor support materials increase your students’
comprehension of important technical subjects by helping you tailor each topic to their needs. As
a versatile addition to vocational and CTE lectures, Schoolcraft’s instructor support materials are
a valuable addition to any textbook and work within all classroom environments.

Lesson Plans
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each lesson plan reflects content from your corresponding
textbook
Spiral bound book to easily lay open on your desk
Large font for reading from a distance
Cues for when to ask questions, discuss a topic, or show a figure
Bold text to easily find important terms
Space for notes

Both veteran and first-time instructors find our lesson plans helpful
when reviewing for and planning course discussions.

PowerPointTM Presentations
•
•
•
•
•

Slides contain every chart, graph, and picture from within the text
Create “aha” moments as students can see principles in action
Build strong student retention of important concepts
Add these customizable slides to current presentations to create
a tailored learning experience for students
Animated PowerPoints are also available for some topics

Multimedia tools from Schoolcraft drive retention of key technical concepts.
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Chapter Quizzes
•
•
•
•
•

Questions are presented in short answer format
Most chapters contain 10-15 Questions
Perfect for use as review questions, quizzes, or as an addition to
any exam
The included answer sheet references the location each answer
is mentioned within the corresponding textbook
Can be provided in Printed or Digital format

Easily review important concepts at the end of every chapter.

Testing / Final Exams
•
•
•
•
•

Questions are objective in a multiple choice format
Every chapter from the corresponding textbook is represented
with 5 questions on the final test
Each question contains only one correct answer
Clear and concise question stems with distracters that are all
plausible, yet contain only one correct answer
All answer options are listed in alphabetical/numerical order so
students cannot “psych-out” the test.

Assessment testing ensures comprehensive understanding of technical topics.

For pricing or to recieve a preview of any of these
solutions contact us:
800.837.1255
info@schoolcraftpublishing.com
www.schoolcraftpublishing.com
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